R o y M a r k h a m was born on 29 January 1916, the son of A. C. C. M arkham , a stockbroker with offices in London; his sister, Joanna, was born seven years later. W hen he was quite young his parents moved to Bridge of Allan in Stirlingshire where he went to the local school. In 1925 the family moved back to London and from that time until he went up to Cam bridge in 1935 his home was in Ealing. He was sent first to Ealing College and then to Colet Court, the preparatory school of St Paul's but he settled at neither and eventually it was decided to send him to live with a family in M agdeburg. T his decision to send a young boy to G erm any to be educated seems, at first sight, to he odd, but it may have had som ething to do with the fact that Roy's paternal grandfather came from G erm any. He attended day school in M agdeburg and whilst there he became proficient in the language, a facility he never lost. However, he disliked the school just as m uch as those he had attended in London and he was brought back to England. On his return in 1930 he was sent to Aldenham School as a hoarder but he became so unhappy there that his parents felt compelled to withdraw him and by this time they had become very concerned lest their obviously intelligent son would never adapt to school life.
He joined St Paul's School in 1931 and this was a turning point in his life. W ithin a few m onths he had settled down and had begun to work hard at those subjects, and particularly physics and chemistry, which interested him. His quick mind, good m em ory and his ability to concentrate enabled him to do his prep in the tube going home in the evening. He enjoyed boxing and rugby and eventually with A. H. Gordon he formed the second row of the scrum of the School's 4th XV. Despite this lowly performance he never lost his interest in rugby and for this reason in later years he was not to be found in the laboratory on the afternoon of the second Tuesday in Decem ber when Cam bridge play O xford-one of the rare instances when the pull of television proved 319 stronger than the laboratory or the workshop. Apart from this he had no outdoor activities and he joined neither the Scouts nor the O .T .C . On the other hand he greatly enjoyed the annual sum m er holiday at the family residence in Ventnor, I.O.W . where he made a num ber of friends including M argaret Mullen whom he subsequently married.
His interest in science led him to convert a bedroom in the Ealing house into a workshop/laboratory and here he developed his manual skills and his knowledge of equipm ent. He made, among other things, a onethird size billiard table which was considered to approach professional standards. He stripped and reassembled equipm ent of all sorts ranging from domestic appliances to the family car and he was never content until he understood how each worked. This interest in the working of equipm ent never left him and he remained, until the day he died the master of his tools and not they of him. In this home laboratory he worked at chemistry, optics, photography, including colour photography and the construction of radio receivers. A prized possession was one of the earliest indirectly heated triode valves to be manufactured. His sister, Joanna, was occasionally called in to help and was made to listen to a long explanation of the day's experiment and the reasons for its success or failure-no doubt all liberally laced with appropriate information from Britannica which by this time he had started to read. This love of dispensing information was very characteristic and all who knew him will at some time have been subject to 'have you seen so-and-so in this week's Private Eye or N a t u r e? ' T h e journal referred to depende extent he wished to shock or impress! D uring this period he acquired an objective to become a scientist. T he transformation in such a short time was remarkable and I have the impression that the science masters at the school, probably the chemistry master, had gained his confidence and respect and in so doing gave him a sense of purpose and direction-certainly in over forty years I never heard him make a criticism of the school. T here is no record of the subjects he studied in his last year at St Paul's but M argaret M arkham tells me that he was exempt 1st M B and he must have studied chemistry, physics and the biological sciences and have reached a standard which gained him admission to C hrist's College Cambridge. He went into residence in October 1935.
From the beginning he lodged with M rs Robinson in New Square where he remained until he married in 1940. His neighbours were G. J. Romanes, now Professor of Anatomy at the University of Edinburgh, and E. F. K. Denny, a young Australian who was reading engineering and who subsequently married Joanna. Originally he wanted to be a bac teriologist and as this subject was taught as part of pathology his subjects for Part I of the Natural Sciences Tripos were the recently introduced half subjects pathology and biochemistry along with physiology and zoology. He took Part I of the Tripos in 1937 and gained a second class. D uring these two years it became very clear that bacteriology formed an insignificant part of the courses in pathology and he decided, instead, to read biochem istry for his Part II.
It was the custom at C am bridge that entry into a Part II course was a m atter of negotiation between the student and the Head of the D epart m ent and acceptance depended m ore upon ability than on the subjects studied in the first two years. T h u s it was possible, as in the case of Roy, to be accepted for the Biochemistry Part II course without having read chem istry as a Part I subject. T his is not quite so remarkable as it appears. T h e standard of the Part I chemistry in the 1930s was very little different from that required for College Entrance and thus any student who had done well in H igher School Certificate Chem istry or an equivalent examination could, with a little application cope with Part II biochem istry. T h e Biochemistry D epartm ent was a remarkable in stitution. T h e Sir William D unn Professor, Sir Frederick Hopkins, F.R .S., had gathered round him a diverse group of most able people, all with strong personalities, but united by their respect and affection for 'Floppy' and by a passionate belief in the subject. U ndergraduates in the Part II class, postgraduates, visiting researchers and staff formed a tightly knit com m unity in which ability and scholarship counted above all else. F>ach October the new intake of Part 11 students assembled in their laboratory to be welcomed by Hopkins and then handed over to the Rockefeller D em onstrator, N. W. Pirie, F.R.S., who had been in attendance and who was responsible for the first four weeks practical work.
One of Pirie's objectives was to get across to students the elements of chemical technique-he called it house training-and to this end his course included the isolation of amino acids from various sources, using for the most part the recipes in S. W. Cole's Practical physiological chemistry, the preparation of glutathione from yeast; the estimation of amino acids by the Van Slyke m anom etric m ethod and by the formol titration; the total nitrogen content and the titration curves of the amino acids isolated; the preparation of carbohydrates and nucleic acid. Seen in retrospect this short course was a blend of preparative and analytical techniques which, once acquired, enabled the students to use the sem i micro and microcolorimetric, titrimetric and gasometric m ethods which the experimental work in the rest of the year required. In addition there was the contact with Pirie. Pirie gave no formal lectures but used his four weeks to talk to the students both individually and collectively; during these discourses he conveyed that critical approach that is so typical of him. I Iis wide knowledge, his skill in argum ent, his ruthless comm ents on science and scientists were of immense value to those students such as Roy who were prepared to listen and who were sufficiently quick witted to reply with equal vigour and logic. This meeting with Pirie and the m utual respect it engendered played an im portant part in Roy's develop ment. Some two years earlier Pirie, with F. C. Bawden, F.R.S., had purified tobacco mosaic virus and had shown that it was a nbonucleoprotein, and with J. D. Bernal, F.R.S., and I. Fankuchen had shown that the molecules were rod shaped and that the preparations were para crystalline and not crystalline as W. M. Stanley had claimed. In addition Bawden and Pirie had isolated tomato bushy stunt virus in crystalline form and had shown that this too was a ribonucleoprotein. T h e subject was exciting and this, together with his appreciation of and respect for Pirie made Roy a plant virologist.
. . . He obtained an upper second class in his examination in 1938 and 1 lne accepted him as a research student. T here were four firsts in biochemistry that year and as a result Roy did not get a research studentship. Fortunately his paternal grandfather agreed to pay all his bills and his parents provided a small amount of pocket money, and he was supported in this way until 1940 when he obtained a job. Pirie believed in the sink or swim method of training research students, his function was to advise not to direct and it was up to the student to decide what to do and then to do it. Roy decided to develop m ethods for the estimation ot the purine and pyrimidine bases in the virus nucleic acids, and among other approaches he attempted to use enzymic m ethods-guanase was one ot the enzymes investigated but nothing came of it. He foresaw that the ultra-centrifuge would play an important part in the study of viruses and he spent a lot of time making high speed, air-driven spinning tops of about 30 ml capacity to centrifuge virus preparations. T he workshop of the Biochemistry Departm ent was poorly equipped-the 'machine tools consisted of a manual vertical drill and a treadle lathe both of which he w as allow ed the rare privilege of using-and he had to go elsewhere to make the tops. 1 he workshop of the new Anatomy D epartm ent was well equipped and through the good offices of G. J. Romanes and most certainly with the agreement of H. A. Harris, the Professor of Anatomy, Roy was able to use the milling machine and the lathes to make the rotors and stators. 'Phis was the first indication the biochemists had of his consideiable m echani cal skills. Unfortunately the tops, though effective centrifuges, were too unstable for everyday use and the project was abandoned. One top, which he had chrom ium plated and which he used as an ornam ent survives.
It was during this period that he invented the M arkham still. T he origin of this apparatus is described by Pirie as follows . . . I was measuring the amount of formic acid liberated on hydrolysis ot the antigen of Brucella. Formic acid is much less easily distilled from solution than acetic, so it is necessary to avoid to the greatest extent possible refluxing in the still. Roy saw me wrapping up parts ot it w ith cotton wool and later having a steam-heated sleeve round part ot the still. It was then that he thought of the ingenious idea of putting the w hole system inside a steam jacket.' Although originally designed for the efficient steam distillation of formic acid, it w as obvious that it could be used in place ot the Parnas/W agner apparatus for the distillation of am m onia and it rapidly became the standard equipm ent for the m icro-Kjeldahl m ethod. It was later of considerable help to the m em bers of the A .R.C U nit for Animal Physiology who used it for its original purpose in their studies of the form ation of volatile acids in the sheep's rum en. As Roy acknowled ged in his paper, the production of the still owed a great deal to his two friends H enry Hall and Eric Benton, the glassblower/mechanics in the Sir W illiam D unn Institute. No attem pt was made to patent the apparatus but Hall was instrum ental in getting it made commercially by W. G. Flaig and Sons Ltd and if approached in the right way Hall, even during the war, was always able to obtain a still for a friend on one of his regular visits to Flaigs. Roy also devised an elegant horizontal m icro-burette for the titration of the Kjeldahl-am monia. It was made from either a 1.0 ml or a 0.5 ml pipette and a double oblique, three-way capillary tap. T he design was so simple that anyone able to bend and draw out capillary tubing could make one; it is a pity that he never saw' fit to publish a description.
D uring this period Roy, while obviously of very considerable ability, nonetheless gave the impression that he was playing at research. He spent lots of time enjoying himself in the workshop making the high speed tops but seemingly to very little purpose and his fellow research students came to regard him as a dilettante. At that time the M arx brothers were very popular and G roucho's punning upon names w as the vogue. Roy, m uch to his annoyance, became known as 'M arktim e' and there was of course, truth in the name.
In 1939 Pirie accepted an invitation from the Director of Rothamsted Experimental Station, Sir John Russell, F.R .S., to join the staff and to set up a Biochemistry D epartm ent, and as part of the arrangement, Russell agreed to obtain funds to enable Roy to move with Pirie. It was also agreed that Pirie should go to New' York in the late sum m er of 1939 and attend the International Congress of Microbiology in the first week of Septem ber and then work in California until July 1940 when the laboratory at Rothamsted would be ready. T h e outbreak of the war changed this. Pirie returned to Cam bridge after the Congress to be told by Russell that, owing to the changed circumstances, he was unable to raise the necessary finance and that both his and Roy's jobs were in abeyance-somewhat later Russell found a post for Pirie in the D epart m ent of Plant Pathology, using the vacancy created when Bawden succeeded J. H enderson-Sm ith, F.R.S., as head of the D epartm ent.
T h e P l a n t V i r u s R e s e a r c h S t a t i o n T he Potato Virus Station was founded in late 1926 as a part of the Plant breeding Institute with R.N. Salaman, F.R.S., as Director. Salaman had started out as a hum an pathologist but after a serious illness he gave up that profession and established himself in a house in Barley, Hertfordshire he was a man of some means w here, encouraged by W. Bateson, F.R.S., he embarked upon a study of the genetics of the potato. By the middle 1920s he was an acknowledged expert on the vegetable and as such he was very much aware of the losses the crop suffered from virus diseases. As a means of combating these diseases Salaman and Sir Daniel Hall, F.R.S., persuaded the Development Fund and the M inistry to establish at the Cambridge School of Agriculture and attached to the Plant Breeding Institute, a station for research on the virus diseases of the potato with Salaman as Director. Kenneth Smith joined Salaman as an entomologist in 1927 and Bawden was recruited as a plant pathologist in 1930. T he premises were described in a 1947 report to the General Board of Cambridge University as consisting of '. . . a held station on the University Farm with glass houses and a small wooden building which serves inadequately as a laboratory'. 1 here was in addition some unspecified accommodation in the School of Agriculture which, I suspect, was unsuitable for laboratory work with plant viruses. Certainly Bawden made his studies of the serology of viruses in the laboratory of E. T. C. Spooner in the Pathology D epartm ent and Kenneth Smith had acquired perm anent accommodation in the Molteno Institute by the time Roy joined him in 1940. E. F. Hartree recalls the Director, D. Keilin, F.R.S., telling how this came about: one day Kenneth Smith came to Keilin and asked if he could have some laboratory space while his own laboratory in the School of Agriculture was being decorated. Keilin agreed to help and offered Kenneth Smith the use of a laboratory on the top floor; the offer was accepted and once installed Kenneth Smith did not leave until many years later when the laboratories were built on the University Farm. T h e arrangem ent with Keilin was very informal. T he annual accounts of the M olteno Institute give no indication of rent being paid from the grant-in-aid to the School of Agriculture and I conclude that C am bridge University directly and the Rockefeller Foundation indirectly through its equipm ent grants to Keilin, paid for the overheads and provided some of the m ore expensive equipm ent which Roy, in particular, made full use of.
'The move to the Plant Virus Station was the second major turning point in R oy's developm ent. T h e job entailed assisting Kenneth Smith and in the course of this he learned the practical aspects of plant virology and in so doing he gained his lasting love of plants and of gardening. It also brought him into contact with Keilin who, by his strength of character, by his dedication to science, by his industry and by his example, m ade clear to him the road he had to travel. His respect and affection for Keilin were unbounded and lasting and this was a reflection of his appreciation for the stimulation and guidance he received. Certainly from the time he moved to the M olteno Institute his developm ent as a scientist proceeded rapidly and 'M r M arktim e' ceased to exist. His relationship with K enneth Sm ith was different but equally deep and heartfelt. Roy quickly took on the role of K enneth S m ith's m entor in physical concepts and techniques and as a result his attitude to him though always respectful had an element of the tolerant parent about it.
He m arried M argaret in Septem ber 1940 and for a while they lived with the Piries in Glisson Road. T hen a cottage in C hrist's Lane, which C hrist's College rented to C. H. W addington, F.R.S., became vacant and was sub-let to the M arkham s. In this small dingy house they set the pattern, which was to characterize all the houses in which they lived, with its light imaginative decor and the warm welcome for friends and colleagues. At the same time he began to work seriously for his Ph.D .
M ost research students in Roy's position would have been content to base their dissertations on their day-to-day work, but he chose to be different. He decided to study the physical properties of proteins and virus nucleoproteins a project for which, at first sight, he appeared singularly ill equipped to carry through. He had read neither physics nor chemistry for Part I, and like all Part II biochemists of that period he had received little or no formal instruction in the physical chemistry of m acro molecules from the Biochemistry D epartm ent. All that was available was the short course of lectures, concerned mainly with the reactions of haemoglobin with gases, given by F. J. W. Roughton, F.R.S., and the one or two lectures by G. S. Adair, F. R.S., w hich w ere part of the Physiology Part II course and which the biochemists were recom m ended to attend. W ith this background it is a measure of his ability that he was able to devise and complete a program m e of research on protein physical chemistry without supervision. His dissertation, more than any of his publications, dem onstrates his independence of mind, his technical ingenuity and his almost ohsessi\re self-reliance. In it he desciihes the results of four separate investigations: two concerned with tomato bush\ stunt virus the measurement of its diffusion constant and the m easure ment of the viscosity of solutions of the virus; the use of the Sharpies Super Centrifuge for the preparation of viruses and the m easurem ent of the molecular masses of large proteins; the effect of aggregation on the infectivitv of preparations of tobacco mosaic virus.
T he diffusion constant of tomato bushy stunt virus was measured by the porous disc method of N orthrop and Anson and he commented, in typical fashion, on the method of his choice-' 'T h e diffusion cell is fairly well known (figure 1) but seldom used. 1 his is due, apparently, to the fact that its theory appears to be so simple and devoid of mathematical calculation that it attracts the more biologically minded research workers with consequent unsatisfactory results.' T he values he obtained con firmed the earlier results of Neurath and Cooper and settled the question of the degree of hydration of the particle. From these measurements and from the measurements of the viscosity it was possible to calculate the molecular mass of tomato bushy stunt virus. T he values obtained, 10.8 x lO 6 and 10.5 x 106, were greater than those obtained by the equilibrium centrifuge, 7.7 x 106 and were considerably nearer the truth.
His attempts while in the Biochemistry Departm ent, to make an airdriven centrifuge indicated his appreciation of the key role the high speed centrifuge was to play in the study of viruses and the experiments with the Sharpies centrifuge described in the dissertation are a natural consequence of this early interest. M. Schlesinger had shown that it was possible to concentrate a virus by spinning a limited volume of a crude preparation in a Sharpies rotor lined with a dilute agar gel which served to trap and then to hold the virus when the rotor slowed. Roy simplified the method by substituting a filter paper liner for the agar gel. At the end of the run, the filter paper was removed and the virus extracted from it. In this way he sedimented the following viruses: tobacco mosaic, tomato bushy stunt, potato X, tobacco ring spot, tobacco necrosis and two bacteriophages. 1'his simple trick made it possible for anyone with access to a Sharpies centrifuge-they were fairly common by the early 1940s to concentrate and purify plant viruses by the gentle m ethod of cen trifugation. He also showed how the Sharpies could be used to measure the molecular masses of viruses and large proteins. 1 he procedure was to have the lined rotor running at a constant velocity and then to introduce a volume of the preparation of known concentration; after an appropriate time the rotor was stopped and the amount of material remaining in solution measured. W ith this information it was possible to calculate the sedimentation constant, and hence the molecular mass D. E. Lea helped him to develop the theory of the method. 1 he procedure was tested with tobacco mosaic virus and with Planorbis haemoglobin and the 5 value he obtained for the latter agreed with the value published by 1 . Svedberg, For. M em . R.S. At the time of these experiments there were only two Svedberg analytical ultracentrifuges in the U .K .-in the D epartm ent of Biochemistry at Oxford and at the Lister Institute -and this work showed that S values could he determ ined, if somewhat laboriously, and with larger am ounts of protein, with the m uch cheaper and m ore simple Sharpies centrifuge. He used the lined-rotor technique to purify tobacco mosaic virus w ithout precipitating with am m onium sulphate and thence to study the effect of salting out procedures on the degree of aggregation and on the infectivity of the preparations. T he length of the virus particles and hence the aggregation was assessed by the viscosity as m easured in a Couette rotating cylinder viscosimeter and it was clear from the results that the greater the degree of aggregation the lower the infectivity. It was also possible to disaggregate the preparations with a Boothe-G reen mill with a corresponding increase in infectivity. He was awarded the degree of the Ph.D . in 1944.
T h e work for his dissertation was additional to and was fitted in between his work as K enneth S m ith's assistant. This latter entailed not only research but also a certain am ount of diagnostic work and the periodic m onitoring of the virus-free potato stocks which were grown in the rides of Tunstall Forest -a Forestry Commission property. This project, probably started by Salaman, failed in the end because of the low yields on the very poor land and the heavy aphid infestation which occurred. In addition Roy was responsible for the photography which the w ork entailed a task very m uch to his taste. They described their joint research in a num ber of papers, of which, by far the most im portant for Roy were those concerned with turnip yellow mosaic virus, the isolation of which they reported in 1944.
T his virus crystallized as octahedra and while the preparations were hom ogeneous as judged by both electrophoresis and diffusion the nucleic acid content varied between 21 °0 and 27°0 of the dry matter. W hen the virus was examined in the Svedberg ultra-centrifuge at Oxford it was found that all preparations contained two components which they referred to as top and bottom . A. G. Ogston, F.R.S., and R. Cecil then used their separation cell in the ultra-centrifuge to prepare a few milligrams of top com ponent and this, while it crystallized in octahedra, differed from bottom com ponent in containing no nucleic acid. On the other hand, R. E. F. Matthew s, F.R.S., who had joined Kenneth Smith as a research student immediately on his demobilization from the New' Zealand Army, showed that, serologically, top com ponent was identical to the virus.
W hile these researches were proceeding the organization of the Plant Virus Station changed. Once the war was over the government began to consider the future administration of agriculture. W artim e experience had made clear the need for a centralized advisory service and an expansion of agricultural research. ' The prospect of such changes caused Cam bridge to consider the future of the various Institutes which, were associated with the School of Agriculture. Discussions took place with both the M inistry and with the Agricultural Research Council and in the light of these the University was advised by its General Board that the Institutes should become the responsibility of the M ini stry/A.R.C. save that the General Board 'would prefer . . . to see the Plant Virus Station more closely attached to the U niversity'. T he A.R.C. agreed to reconstitute the Station as the L nit for \ irus Research with Kenneth Smith as Director and the take-over took place on 1 October 1947. T his change began a period of expansion and although Roy and his colleagues continued to work in the Molteno Institute for a num ber of years, more and more emphasis was placed on the University harm site as perm anent laboratories were built there. These experiments with turnip yellow' mosaic virus made it clear that, before further progress could be made both top and bottom components had to be prepared in quantity and at the same time homogeneous. T op component was purified following the observation that when solutions containing 1-2% of the virus were spun in a Sorvall SSI centrifuge there was a tendency for the solution to layer and he exploited this to prepare relatively large amounts of top component of a purity greater than 90°0. T h e preparation of bottom component w as more difficult but eventually this was achieved by using convective sedimentation, a phenomenon he had discussed in his dissertation. Normally, convective sedimentation is m uch slower than the ultra-centrifuge type sedimentation and for the former to be the dom inant process a centrifuge is required which, . . is not too well balanced, which heats up on running and which, if an angle centrifuge, has its tubes at a rather large angle to the axis of rotation . He found that the old Ecco Blitz which, with the arrival of the high speed Sorval centrifuges, had been relegated to the Biochemistry D epartm ent 'd u m p ', completely satisfied these conditions. He rescued it and got it working. T he pellet of bottom component, obtained after three suc cessive four-hour runs with this centrifuge was free from top component. T he opposite approach was used to remove traces of bottom component from top component. Haemocyanin from H elix which has an > S value intermediate between that of the top and bottom components, was added to a purified preparation of the former and the m ixture spun in a centrifuge which gave, predominantly, an ultra-centrifuge type of sedi mentation. U nder these conditions the boundary formed by the haem o cyanin swept all substances with a higher S value along with it to the bottom of the tube leaving behind pure top component. rl hus separated it was possible to compare the two materials. W hilst both had the same particle size and isoelectric point, formed mixed crystals and were serologically identical there were four very significant differences; bottom component was infectious and contained 34% RNA whereas top com po nent was not infectious and contained no RNA; in keeping with this the S constant and the density of the crystals of bottom com ponent were significantly larger than the corresponding values of top com ponent. T he densities were m easured by centrifuging suspensions of crystals in solutions of sodium thiosulphate of known density. At the same time M atthew s's immunological studies showed that the am ount of antibody bound by the virus was just sufficient to cover the surface area of the particle.
T h e results of these experim ents provided the basis for the views on the structure of viruses which he presented at the 1951 Discussion M eeting of the Faraday Society. He proposed that the infectious bottom com ponent in the preparations of turnip yellow mosaic virus was made of a core of R N A within a coat of protein and this has proved to be a model for viruses in general. A year later at the 1952 Sym posium of the Society for General M icrobiology he developed further his views on viruses and m ade the following comm ent: 'T h e nucleic acid also appears to play a leading part in the ability of viruses to m ultiply whereas the patterns provided by the protein would appear to be inadequate to ensure its reproduction'. His evidence for this role of nucleic acid in virus re plication, unlike the earlier dem onstration by Avery, M cLeod and M cC arty that the pneumococcal transform ing factor was D N A , was indirect, namely that RN A-free particles were not infectious and hence his caution. Im portant as the statement was, its significance tended to be overlooked at the meeting as a result of J. D. W atson's reading of dispatches from the U .S. describing the highly significant experiments of Chase and Hershey which showed that during the infection of Escherichia coli with bacteriophage, D N A was the major viral com ponent entering the cell. Later work by Fraenkel-C onrat and by Gierer and Schram m showed that the RN A of tobacco mosaic virus was infectious. T h e work with turnip yellow mosaic virus emphasized the importance of the R N A com ponent and he turned again to the analysis of the pyrim idine and purine bases. J. D. Smith, F.R.S., joined the staff of the Virus U nit in 1948 and he and Roy began a joint study of the nucleic acids. T here were now' strong indications that paper chrom atography could be used for the separation and thence the m easurem ent of the bases; the main difficulty was their detection on paper. R. D. Hotckiss cut the chrom atogram into strips, and eluted each strip and measured the optical densities of the eluates, this was slow and laborious. Vischer and Chargaff converted the bases to the m ercury complexes and made these visible on the paper by treatm ent with hydrogen sulphide; the trouble with this m ethod was its relative lack of sensitivity. Roy invented a simple photographic m ethod for detecting purines and pyrimidines which depended on the absorption of light in the region of 260 nm by the bases and on the particular sensitivity of reflex docum ent paper to light of this wavelength-a matter of which he was aware from his extensive know ledge of photography and of photographic materials. His apparatus consisted of a mercury vapour lamp and two home made filters which isolated the 254 nm and 265 nm mercury lines. T he bases could also be detected directly on paper by illumination with a u.v. lamp-they quenched the natural florescence of the paper and appeared as dark spots-but he preferred the photographic m ethod because of its sensitiv ity and because it provided a natural-sized record which could be studied at leisure outside of the darkroom and away from the u.v. lamp. In addition they devised solvent systems which separated the purines and pyrimidines and quantitative procedures for the hydrolysis of the RN As. W ith these methods they established that each virus RNA had a specific base composition a finding which made Levine's tetranucleotide hypothesis untenable. G. R. Wyatt, a Canadian who had come to work with Kenneth Smith for his Ph.D ., adapted these methods to the analysis of the bases of D N A and in the course of this work discovered 5-methylcytosine, the fifth base of D N A .
Although these analyses played a part in the elimination of the tetranucleotide hypothesis they did not provide any evidence on which an alternative structure could be built. It was thus necessary to investigate directly the structure of RNA. T he traditional approach had been to hydrolyse a nucleic acid with mild alkali, a procedure thought to yield the nucleoside 3 -phosphates. However, W. E. Cohn and C. E. Carter had shown, independently, that tw'o isomers of the nucleoside phosphates, known as the a and h nucleotides, were produced and that these were distinct from the nucleoside 5'-phosphates. Roy and John Smith decided to explore the use of ribonuclease an enzyme which the earlier work of G. Schmidt and R. Cubiles and S. J. Thanhausser suggested was more specific in its action than dilute alkali. T h e procedure was to digest the RNA with the enzyme and then to fractionate the products by paper chromatography and paper electrophoresis in principle the modern procedures differ very little from this. Roy designed and built both the 1000 V powerpack and a simple electrophoresis apparatus. A key feature of the apparatus was the immersion of the buffered paper in a bath of carbon tetrachloride which served both to cool the paper and to pre\ ent the evaporation of the buffer. Carbon tetrachloride wras chosen because it was volatile, because it did not absorb at 260 nm and hence did not interfere with the photographic detection of the nucleotides and because it was non-flammable. T he first experiments on the digestion of the RN A of turnip yellow mosaic virus with ribonuclease showed the formation of a fraction which was well separated from the others and which disap peared as the digestion proceeded. Further examination of this transient showed that it was a mixture of two compounds one of which contained cytidine and the other uracil. Both com pounds on treatm ent with either acid or alkali were converted to the a and h form s of cytidylic and uridylic acids, and when they were treated with ribonuclease the h forms were produced. From this it was concluded that ribonuclease produced a third isomer of the pyrim idine nucleotides; the experim ents also confirmed the earlier conclusions of Schm idt, Cubiles and Thanhausser that ribonu clease attacks R N A at the sites of the pyrim idine nucleotides.
Coincident with these studies, A. R. T odd, F.R .S., and D. M. Brown were investigating the nature of the a and h nucleotides and the m echanism of their formation John Sm ith lunched regularly at the Eagle in Bene't Street and one day, by chance, he was joined by Brown. T hey began to discuss their work and in the course of this Brown told of the hypothesis that the first step in the alkaline hydrolysis of RN A was the form ation of a cyclic 2': 3-phosphate which was then hydrolysed to give a m ixture of 2' and 3' nucleoside phosphates. It was immediately obvious that the unknow n transients produced by ribonuclease were the cyclic 2': 3'-phosphates of cytidine and uridine. From then on the two groups met regularly and shared information. Roy and John Sm ith provided substantial support for the hypothesis by showing that when RN A was subjected to very mild alkaline hydrolysis with suspension of barium carbonate the cyclic 2': 3'-phosphates of adenosine, guanosine, cytosine and uridine were formed. At the same time W. E. Cohn in the U.S.A. and Brown and 'Todd in Cam bridge showed that the a and b forms of the m ononucleotides were the nucleoside 2' and 3' phosphates respectively. Roy, not an organic chemist, was amused by their rigorous, and indeed justified, approach to questions of structure and he used to exemplify this by quoting a remark which he attributed to T o d d -'You know Roy, this chrom atography is all very well but I like to see the crystals in the bottle'. His childhood at Bridge of Allan enabled him to give a note of authenticity to the quotation. These studies dem onstrated the mode of action of ribonuclease and provided the key to the chemical structure of the phosphodiester backbone of RNA.
M any visitors were attracted to work with Roy on the top floor of the M olteno Institute. One of the first was Leon Heppel, a biochemist from the National Institute of Health in W ashington D.C. and who, in collaboration with Roy, showed the reversibility of the first step in the action of ribonuclease and consequently the first enzymic synthesis of small oligonucleotides using the nucleoside cyclic 2': 3'-phosphates as substrates. W ith Paul Whitfield, a research student from Australia, he developed what later became the basis of the classic method for the degradation of polynucleotides. T h e procedure was as follows: the polynucleotide was treated first with prostate phosphomonoesterase which removed the terminal 3' phosphate group leaving a polynucleotide w ith a terminal nucleoside. T he 2': 3' hydroxyl groups thus exposed were then oxidized with periodate giving a 2': 3' dialdehyde derivative. This was unstable in alkali, and adjusting the pi I to 10 caused hydrol\ sis of the 5'-phosphate bond yielding a derivative of the base and a polynucleotide with one less nucleotide and with a terminal 3, phosphate.
R. E. F. M atthews returned to the Virus U nit after a period in New Zealand. While there he had shown that the guanine analogue, 8-azaguanine, inhibited the replication of tobacco mosaic v irus and had speculated that the analogue might be incorporated in the viral RNA. T he problem was its detection. 8-Azaguanine fluoresces in u.v. and Roy modified his photographic procedure to enable them to locate the small amount of 8-azaguanine by its fluorescence on the chromatograms; as usual the device was simple and cheap, a filter consisting of a sheet of celluloid. Using this method they dem onstrated the incorporation of the analogue into the RNA of the tobacco mosaic virus.
In 1956 he had another encounter with cyclic nucleotides. He was invited by D. Lipkin to work at W ashington University, St Louis, Mo. There, together with W. H. Cook they investigated the products formed when adenosine triphosphate is treated with barium hydroxide. They isolated a compound from the reaction m ixture which they identified as cyclic 3'-5' adenine dinucleotide. About the same time, E. W. Sutherland, working at W estern Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, had isolated a compound which was formed by liver from adenosine triphosphate and which activated phosphoryllase a. Sutherland discussed the structure of this compound with L. Heppel who, aware of the work at St Louis, suggested to Sutherland that he get in touch with Roy and Lipkin. Sutherland acted on the advice, samples were exchanged and the synthetic product was shown to have the same biological properties as the compound made by the liver. Later they showed that the compound was adenosine-3': 5 -phosphate and not the dinucleotide as they first thought.
His contribution to the chemistry of nucleic acids was substantial and the puzzle is, why did he withdraw from the field when this work was going so well? He was not a scientist who enjoyed the long hard slog; rather, he got his pleasure from his ability to invent methods and apparatus and the variety which this opened up. He loved novelty and I suspect that he had come to the conclusion that he could do little more for the nucleic acids and having come to this conclusion he turned his attention to other areas and particularly to the electron microscope.
Biographical Memoirs Electron microscopy
Some time in 1945-46 Roy and Kenneth Smith, using high speed centrifugation followed by salt precipitation, prepared microscopic crystals of a newly isolated strain of tobacco necrosis virus. I his preparation gave Roy his first contact with electron microscopy when he and Kenneth Smith collaborated with R. W. G. Wykoff of the U.S. National Institute of Health in a study of the arrangem ent of the virus molecules within the crystals-Wykoff had earlier made a similar study of crystals of the southern bean mosaic using the techniques for specimen preparation which he and R. C. W illiams had developed. At about the same time V. E. Cosslett, F.R .S., was awarded an I.C.I. Fellowship at the Cavendish Laboratory and started to develop electron microscopy using the R.C.A. type EM B machine which had been installed recently under the lend-lease arrangem ent. Cosslett was keen to encourage the use of the instrum ent by biologists and he collaborated with Roy and Kenneth Sm ith in a study of plant viruses and particularly of the crystals of turnip yellow mosaic virus.
T hese early contacts emphasized the value of an electron microscope in plant virology and as soon as the Virus U n it's perm anent laboratory was built on the H untingdon Road site the A.R.C. made funds available for the purchase of an instrum ent. For a num ber of years this, and its successor were used mainly by K enneth Sm ith to study the insect viruses. D uring the period 1959-63 research on the electron microscopy of viruses gathered m om entum in the Cam bridge area and the groups working in University D epartm ents and in organizations funded by the A.R.C. and the M .R .C . began to publish im portant papers on the shapes, sym m etry and sizes of bacterial, plant, m am malian and insect viruses, and on techniques and in particular on negative staining. At this stage Roy, who had succeeded K enneth Sm ith in 1960, was not directly involved with electron microscopy but he played an im portant part in these local developments by encouraging both the interchange of views and the collaboration between those engaged in the study of virus structure.
As the m ethods for the preparation of specimens improved it became increasingly apparent that an electron micrograph contained more in formation than could be seen by direct examination. Roy described the situation as follows: 'Tantalizingly, the finest detail of virus structure is just beyond the present limits of resolution which are set more by m inor disarray of the surface of the objects and the finite size of the phosphotungstate grains ('noise') than by other factors such as electron-optical contrast and microscope perform ance.' He set out to overcome these difficulties. As a result of his wide knowledge of photography he was aware of the experiments of Sir Francis Galton, F.R .S., on the averaging of the portraits of hum an beings-G a b o n 's m ethod entailed superim pos ing images of similar features one upon another to make a composite or average portrait-and Roy used this principle to investigate both radial sym m etry and linear periodicity within virus particles; to illustrate the principle he repeated G a b o n 's experiment by averaging the portraits of the male and female m em bers of his staff and the resulting composite portraits are hung in the John Innes Institute.
T h e apparatus he devised to examine a structure for radial symmetry
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was so simple that it could be made by anyone with a m inim um of manual skill. It consisted of a num ber of circular cardboard discs the circum ference of each of which was divided into an integral num ber of equal angular divisions, each corresponding to a simple fraction of one complete circle and the discs could be rotated about the centre. T he micrograph was projected onto a disc, brought into focus and the structure to be examined centred. Photographic paper or a lantern slide was then m ounted centrally on the disc and an exposure made. T he disc was next turned through the fixed angle and a second exposure made; this process was repeated until the disc had been turned through 360 . In this way, for example, the details of a structure with six-fold symmetry would be reinforced and shown up clearly only when photographed on a disc with a 60° angular ruling. T he resulting photographs of viruses showed more detail than had been seen previously. His apparatus for examining the linear periodicity within virus particles, though more complex than that described above, showed similar ingenuity in overcoming the m uch more difficult technical problems and he obtained beautiful pictures showing the periodicity within the tobacco mosaic virus particle. D uring this period another procedure for extracting information from electron micrographs, based on the optical diffraction m ethod developed by H. S. Lipson, F.R.S. and C. A. Taylor was explored. According to R. W. Horne the possibility of using this approach was first aired in 1962 at a discussion meeting held in the rooms of the Royal Microscopical Society and attended by people who were using electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction techniques to study protein and virus structures. After developing the photographic averaging m ethods Roy made some prelim i nary experiments with electron micrographs of crystals of platinum phthalocyanine, which he had used in the development of the apparatus for examining linear periodicity, and the interference optical system from his Spinco model E analytical ultra-centrifuge. T he results were suffi ciently promising to warrant further work and for this purpose he designed and built an optical bench specifically for the optical diffraction method. At about the same time, A. Klug, F.R.S., stimulated by the improvements the 'M arkham averaging m ethods' had effected, took up the optical diffraction method and for his early experiments with electron micrographs of tobacco mosaic virus he used Lipson's diffractometer. Subsequently Klug built an apparatus which incorporated a low power laser source and with this he demonstrated the full potential of the technique for the analysis and reconstruction of images from electron micrographs.
T he facilities at the Virus U n it's laboratory were not entirely suitable for this type of work and Roy was not able to explore thoroughly the technique until he moved into the specially designed ultra-structure laboratories of the new John Innes Institute of which he became Director in 1967. But by this time the more powerful method of image processing by com puter was well under way. For the time being he completely ignored these advances. In 1968 the A.R.C. decided to provide a com puter for the joint use of the John Innes Institute and the adjacent Food Research Institute and located in the latter. Roy took no interest in this installation and on occasion was known to say that those who did were wasting their time. T his attitude of indifference to something new and exciting was completely out of character and a continuous source of surprise to me. Reflecting on it now, some thirteen years later, I am inclined to believe that it was in some way related to the deep and lasting pleasure he derived from and the fierce pride he had in his ability to 'go it alone' and to devise simple solutions to difficult problems. But, whatever the explanation, he persisted with image analysis and reconstruction by optical techniques.
However, when he came to work with biological material which had large areas of either crystalline or paracrystalline arrays he found that the electron m icrographs gave extensive optical diffraction spectra. A con sequence of this was the difficulty in obtaining the precision required both for the making of suitable filter masks and for their subsequent relocation in a diffractometer optical system. He was finally convinced of the im portant part the com puter was to play in image analysis when he was presented with the results of the processing of some electron m icrographs of algal cell walls done jointly by the M .R .C . Laboratory of M olecular Biology and the Electron M icroscope section of the Caven dish Laboratory.
T h e main requirem ent for the processing of electron m icrographs by com puter is the accurate conversion of the information on the m icro graph into digital form. T h e commercial equipm ent then in use was expensive and Roy decided to develop a m icrodensitom eter with the required performance and which, at the same time was simple in design and inexpensive to make. By now the Directorship of the Institute had become much more onerous and work on the densitometer provided both a relaxation and a refuge from his administrative duties. M uch of his spare time at home was spent designing the mechnical parts and electronic circuits while at the Institute he spent as long as he possibly could in the workshop building and testing the m icrodensitom eter his colleagues soon recognized that they had a better chance of catching him in the workshop than in his office. T h e work kept him cheerful. It was typical of him that his test card for the densitometer was the Institute's portrait photograph of the founder, John Innes, and each new recon struction of this familiar face was shown off with his usual boyish enthusiasm.
T h e completed m icrodensitom eter worked sufficiently well for the A.R.C. to provide money for a com puter better suited to imageprocessing than the general purpose machine shared with the Food Research Institute. T he new com puter was capable of handling a much larger num ber of image points than its predecessor and this improved performance showed up the limitations of the densitometer and this, in turn, provided a new and m uch more difficult challenge to Roy. T hroughout his long illness work on the second model went on and even during the last, difficult, weeks, he retained his interest in the project, and he continued to discuss ideas for further developments. He lived just long enough to complete the design of the second model which is now in use.
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Biographical Memoirs T he idea to move to Norwich and to associate with the new University of East Anglia was first mooted in 1960-61 and was given impetus by a report to the Lord President of the Council and M inister of Science, on 'T he M anagement and Control of Research and Developm ent'. T he Committee responsible, chaired first by Sir Claude Gibb, P.R.S., and then by Sir Solly Zuckerman, F.R.S., considered, among other matters, the m inim um size and location of governm ent-funded research or ganisations in relation to their viability and efficiency. They commented: 'As to existing laboratories, there are a few, in particular some of the small stations and institutes in D .S.I.R . and in the A.R.C., which seem to us to be too small and too isolated to inspire m uch hope in their continued success.' T he A.R.C., which itself had been worried about the relative isolation of the John Innes Institute, especially after the severance of formal links by the University of London in 1957, felt that there was substance in this criticism.
It was suggested that the Trustees of the John Innes Charity and the Council of the John Innes Institute (the name was changed in 1960) should consider moving the Institute from Bayfordbury to Norfolk, and to associate with the University of East Anglia which had established a School of Biological Sciences under T . A. Bennet-Clark, h .R.S., and \\ here the A.R.C. intended to build the Food Research Institute. Such a move would create, in the Norwich area, a substantial agglomeration of scientific and University institutions which would be mutually beneficial and self-sustaining and which could be expected, as time went on to attract other bodies.
T h e T rustees and Council accepted this suggestion and the Trustees acquired some 30 acres of land near the University and adjacent to that which the A.R.C. had bought for the Food Research Institute; the T rustees also agreed to provide funds for three John Innes ChairsGenetics, Applied Genetics and Cell Biology. It was envisaged that the new Institute would be erected on the University C am pus and by so doing it would become integrated with the University to an extent that, from the beginning 1972-77 Q uinquennium , the Institute could be funded, in part at least, by the University G rants Com m ittee. At this early stage the details had not been worked out. In particular the role of the A .R.C., which up till now had provided the grant-in-aid for the Institute, had not been clarified. However, in February 1966, before the plans could be put into effect, the Director, K. S. Dodds, resigned to take up a post with the U nited Nations Food and Agriculture Organization.
Before proceeding to the appointm ent of the new Director further thought was given to the type of association between the Trustees, the University and the A.R.C. In addition to being acceptable to these parties the arrangem ents had to be cast in a form that would survive legal scrutiny so that they could be incorporated in the U niversity's Ordinances and in the D epartm ent of Education and Science's scheme for the John Innes Charity. O f equal importance was the need to keep alive the proud tradition of the John Innes Institute-which some had feared might disappear. All this called for very clear thinking and the exercise of the utm ost good will by all parties. T h e solution was provided by Sir G ordon Cox, F.R .S., the Secretary of the A.R.C.
Cox proposed and ultimately persuaded all concerned to accept a constitution under which the Institute, the University and the A.R.C. should be related to one another in m uch the same way as were the Long A shton Research Station, the University of Bristol and the A.R.C. T he advantages of the proposal, which also included some features derived from the Rothamsted model, were: the identity of the John Innes Institute would be preserved; the Trustees of the John Innes Charity would continue to play a major part in the affairs of the Institute; the University through its representatives on the John Innes Council and with the Vice-Chancellor as Chairm an, would be involved in the m anagem ent of the Institute; the A.R.C., through the representatives on the Council appointed by the D epartm ent of Education and Science, would be associated with the Institute and thus in a position to continue the grant-in-aid. T he only point not settled was the precise location of the Institute. Although it took some considerable time to deal with the legal aspects of the new arrangement the agreement between all parties was such that it was now possible to think constructively about the appoint m ent of the Director.
Roy was the obvious choice for the post. He had been the represen tative of Cambridge University on the Council since 1964 and took a keen and active interest in its affairs. He was a distinguished plant virologist, with a wide knowledge of biochemistry and biophysics and who at the same time, was a keen and knowledgeable gardener. T he problem was not, should he be appointed, but how to persuade him to accept the appointm ent and to move from his well equipped laboratory and from the intellectual atmosphere of Cambridge. At this time the Institute had little to offer; there were no perm anent laboratories and in May 1967 the total staff, including the Librarian and Secretary was 17! Fortunately Roy was persuaded-there is little doubt that Cox played a part in this-and the only condition he made was that the A.R.C. U nit should move with him. At its first meeting in July 1967 the new' Council appointed Roy Director of the Institute and John Innes Professor of Cell Biology.
Immediately on his appointment as Director he was faced with a num ber of im portant decisions on the location of the Institute, on its design and on the appointment of the John Innes Professors of Genetics and Applied Genetics. He realized that if the Institute was built on the University Cam pus the laboratories would be separated from the glass houses which were at Colney Lane and that this would be extremely inconvenient for the staff. He persuaded the John Innes Council and the Trustees to build the Institute on the Colney Lane site, and at the same time he persuaded the 1 rustees to provide funds for a much larger Institute than was originally planned and which would include sub stantial facilities for research on ultrastructure, a large lecture theatre, a common room, squash courts and a swimming bath, his argum ent for this last was that the founder, John Innes, like himself, was keen on swimming.
It was finally agreed that the Institute should consist of four D epart ments; Cell Biology, Genetics, Applied Genetics and Lltrastructuial Studies. In planning the new building, the Heads of D epartm ents were made responsible for the design of their laboratories and his role was to comment and advise on their proposals. At the same time he took a special interest in the services and communal facilities and especially in the fitting out of the kitchens attached to the com m on room, and the recreation centre. As a result he was often in conflict with both architects and consultants who, for their part, were no little surprised at the speed with which he read a set of plans and by his ability to perceive and then to solve technical problems. The electrical control system for the lecture room was a case in point. He dismissed the scheme put forward by the consultants on the ground that it was not only cumbersome but out of date-being out of date always put you one down in his book and then within a few days he produced an alternative scheme complete with circuit diagrams and a list of the components required. I lis system, which was far less expensive than that of the consultants, was installed and has given good service.
Once completed, the Institute under his overall direction grew and quickly established itself as a centre for first class research on all aspects of plants. He, himself, was equally at home with virology and the ultrastructure of viruses on the one hand and with the horticultural and agricultural work of the Institute on the other. He took an active interest in the developm ent of the glass-houses and the grounds and his en thusiasm for plants ensured that there was always on hand an excellent display of appropriate species and cultivars for visitors to see and to admire. He had the unpleasant task of running down the long-term research on top fruit which, in the past, had made such a decisive contribution to our understanding of the pollination of both apples and pears and which had also led to the introduction of new7 varieties. On the other hand he actively encouraged the breeding of strains of leafless peas and the developm ent of new7 m ethods of plant propagation. D uring his time as Director the long term program m e for breeding new7 varieties of Streptocarpus came to fruition and their recognition and acclaim by the horticultural world gave him great pleasure. He ensured that the library, and particularly the collection of rare botanical books was appropriately housed and cared for. H. C. O sterbock's original paintings which illustrated Sir Daniel H all's m onograph on the genus Tulipa had been kept in cardboard boxes; Roy recognized their beauty, had them framed, and they now grace the walls of the Institute. Had he contributed nothing to science he would still be recognized as the man who, with carefully chosen colleagues, rebuilt the John Innes Institute and restored it to its proper place in the world-and what better memorial?
T h e m a n A striking feature of Roy's development was the extent to which he educated himself in the physical sciences-he received no formal in struction in mathematics, physics and chemistry after leaving school. He had an early model of the Leica 35 m m camera which gave him a lasting interest in optics but it was his intuitive grasp of the principles of classical physics which, coupled with his intellectual ability, manual skill and self confidence, enabled him to apply these principles to the solution of the problem in hand. His friend, G. J. Romanes, sum m ed this up in a letter to me -'It was Roy's ability with things practical that I believe marked him out from other equally com petent theoreticians. Everything he did was backed up by practical ability, so everything he thought about had to work or he would go on with the thinking until he could see his way through the problem .' John Smith has provided a good example of this ability and self confidence in action. Roy had obtained funds for the purchase of a Phywe, air-driv en ultra-centrifuge which was delivered to the M olteno Institute in 1949 'Roy immediately started to set it up and found it impossible to focus the optics. After consulting the quite inadequate instructions which came with the instrument, he did some It is not surprising that, in his research on viruses, he exploited to the full his inventiveness and his ability to get the most out of such apparatus as was available. However, it also has to be said that, once the technical aspects of a problem had been solved he began to seek other outlets for his unique skills. It was entirely in character that, although he made substantial contributions to electron microscopy he was rarely to be seen using the instrument. Tem peram entally he seemed unable to exploit fully the breakthroughs his ideas and devices made possible. His ability to design and then to make apparatus gave him an affinity with all who worked with their hands-skilled gardeners grafting scion on stock, glass blowers, instrum ent makers, industrious scientists, all had his respect and friendship. He would go to endless trouble to help those less gifted than himself with their apparatus, with the interpretation of their experiments, with their everyday things like cars, radios and gardens. He had the gift of making complicated things seem simple. For help to be forthcoming he had to be sure that it was needed and that the request was not a cover up for idleness or incompetence; he had a sharp eye and a scathing tongue for the bogus and the pretentious. He got such obvious pleasure from helping others that the element of showing off and even of 'one-upm anship', which was always present, was usually not noticed and never resented.
He had mixed feelings about being Director of the John Innes Institute, indeed I always thought his acceptance of the post somewhat out of character. He had a justifiable pride in the past and present research of the Institute and in the facilities he had persuaded the Trustees of the John Innes Charity and the A.R.C. to provide. He enjoyed showing the laboratories and the glass-houses to visitors who ranged from parties of schoolchildren, horticultural societies to pro fessional people of all persuasions attending either national or inter national conferences in the Norwich area. Never a man to stint matters he used the hospitality fund provided by the Trustees to the full and with style. On the other hand he resented the time his administrative duties kept him away from the bench, and the dark purple decor he chose for his office, so very unlike him, seemed to symbolize the prison he felt himself to be in. Latterly, when great changes were taking place in the adm ini stration of governm ent-funded science, he came to dislike the job of Director. As he saw it, the only effect of these changes was to increase the paper work and to reduce both the am ount of time and the money available for research.
T h roughout their m arried life Roy and M argaret enjoyed entertaining and friends all over the world recall the hospitality and splendid meals they received-for they were both good cooks. His cheerful face, his hearty laughter, his hospitality, his helpfulness and his love of practical jokes created the impression of a jovial, highly social man. But this was not the case for, behind this exterior, was a very private person whose* life centred around his research and his home. In all the years I knew him I cannot recall his discussing a personal m atter with me and none of his close friends with whom I have talked appear to have shared his confidence. As with his research he went his own way and though extremely helpful to others never sought help for himself. He seemed determ ined to keep the world outside. He left very few personal records. He did not keep nor does there exist a complete collection of the original reprints of his publications and the only copy of his Dissertation is that held in Cam bridge University Library. M ost extraordinary of all is that he does not appear to have kept laboratory note books.
T hough he appeared robust, an impression his large frame and ruddy complexion immediately aroused, he did not enjoy good health over the last ten years of his life. He suffered particularly from hay fever and asthm a as a result of which he spent time in hospital. In October 1978 he had a coronary attack from which he recovered fully, and he and M argaret accepted an invitation to stay in a friend's beach house on the coast of Southern California. They left for the United States in late January by which time he suspected that he had a serious intestinal condition. Rather than upset M argaret he kept the information to himself until they returned in the spring and even when the nature of the condition was diagnosed he delayed treatm ent for a further three weeks so that he could attend a meeting at the A.R.C. at which the affairs of the Institute were discussed. T hough convalescence was slow and somewhat uncomfortable-he was not the most docile of patients-the prognosis appeared good and he adapted surprisingly well to the inconvenience imposed by the surgical treatm ent. Sadly, secondaries were diagnosed in Septem ber and he died on 16 N ovem ber 1979.
T h e first draft of this m em oir was written by Professor R. Institute.
